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t A guess, quite apart from the systemfatic 

I assessVent or. eXCrse me, the systematic review and 
3 compilation tof the results, we did a, on the side, a 
4 study of people that were involved, and I forget the 
* exact terminology of this process, but the peopte that 
* were 'nvolved in reviewing the correspondence all sat 
7 in rooms and said, all right, now, let's put aside all 
* the things we've been doing and let our own brain do 
* some thinking here. And let's try to characterize what 

10 we've been about here for. I don't know, three, four-week 
II period.  

12 And I guess I'd like to refer to that 
13 report, if you'd like.  

14 What I was, Just given as a memorandum 
Is that I prpared it for the purpose of this memorandum 
16 was to transmit the r.sults of a. well, of the assesmnt 
17 the results of the assessment by the assessment team.  
1s BY MR. WILLIAMSON: 

1 Q And that was to whom? 

So A This is a memorandum to Larry Nace, 
21 who was working on Mr. White's staff at the time, and 
22 the rcport goes, basIcally it's to say that we did this 
23 assessMc. nt of All ths.n orroespondencc ind recroatc: 
14 4 i.4 . i,.I wp'r' on.f..  

^ ~ ~ ~ ~ . WAS ***ws',.'PUrpon - f 0-i, '.3-,l
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And it talks about the process, the background and the 

2 process# and then the kind of people that were compiled, 
3 and in general gives an overview of how the work was 
4  accomplished.  

3 And the Benmorandum goes on to provide 
* what was termed to be a validation of the process, and 

that is this exercise that i was just referring to where 
* e took the individuals into, split them into groups 

9 and did a validation to see what, what the individuals 
10 would, how they would rcak a cosmic assessment, if you 

will, of the process that they'd just worked through, 
12 and its referred to i. the memorandum as a nominal 
13 group process.  

14 The nominal group proce s led to, : 
15 9uess, the compilatio. of issues and concorns which 
l I ad in the opinion of the group of people who reviewed 

that incoming correspondence, had the highest, r guess 
18 highest what, issues are concerned, had the highest 

19 ratings in the minds of the people and number.)n* was 
20 a lack of management direction and control involvement, 
21 and pr-,.a monitorina.  

22 And the memorandum points out there 
23 was a high degree of conscnsus on this concern.  
24 

7, P -3 wan a grcup of ,ndc:-,,,, 
25 

-VtA~ct pCer:. *4 
..
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The fourth item was lack of timelineiss 
or responsiveness to identify problems. rt goes on: 
through, r guess, a total Of 16 items or areas that 
were felt by the group that were high, high degree of 
Consensus Was reached.  

Imight add that r was not part of this 
group process or r thought it to be inappropriate to 
include myself in the process, since r was manager 
responsible for the, generating this product. r didn't 
want to sit in on these group sessions where these pe~ople 
were trying tc put in their own words and characterize 
the results of their efforts.  

SO r did niot Participate i!% this,

after they'd go throuqft aII this correspondence. we 

asked them to sit as groups, and as r already. let's 
try to Put this in our own words, sO-ta-sp&ak.  

The second issue or concern was a lack 
of Quality Assurance Overview, and basic program weaknesses 
character ized.  

The third issue of the highest rating 
was inaccuracy of Program evaluation and corrective 
action. Point out there was also a high degree of consensus 
on: this.



I results of this report? 

2 A I have no knowledge of what Mr. Nace did 
with the report.  

4 Do you have any knowledge as to whether 
Mr. Whitt ever got the report or reviewed it or put 
a-y value to it? 

A I don't know. I really don't know what 
was done.  

BY aR. WILLIAMSON: 

You're aware of the conclusions that 
had been reached or the areas of Uiscussion? 

121 A 
I certainly -

13 / (Interposing) That you sent to 
14 i Mr. Nace? And this memo, I think, was dated February 14th, 
is 1986, and you said February the lBtr, 1986.  

U A That's when I got out of business and 17  
went up to Knoxville and bccame a lo manager to TVA.  

So you're well aware of some of the 
Sissues that you mentioned. primarily the lack of management "1 direction, control involvement and program monitoring, 

... e lack of Quality Assurance overview and basc, prqgrar 
weaknesses? 

I A Ul'-huh.  

You wern aware of thosn Ls3U- dt -.

. 5 "0 O t 4 1 n manqr?
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Why didn't it influence you? 

Well, again, I viewed this as a total 
TVA office or total TVA nuclear power program effort.  
The March 20th letter was limited to Appendix S, Quality 
Assurance program implementation and adequacy at the 
Watts Bar facility.  

This dealt with BrowncFerry, Sequoyah, 
TVA corporation, TA in toto. There was nothing at 

I about this letter that was focused on the Watts 
Bar or anywhere else. It included TVA across *he board.  
lY MR. NORTON:

Q 

A 

correct.  

BY MR. CRAIG:

TVA Nuclear across the board? 

TVA Nuclcar acros. the board. That's

Oid you have any reason to believe these 
results 3nd conclusions were a5 aPPlicaL1l to Wat: 

bd: as tn Touoyah r ,,v ot.her ?VA 0fc:;Tt,? 

4',- - -d not.

Yos, and I'm still aware of 

(Interposing) 'id yoUrknowledge of 
those issues influence your position with regard to 
the review of them and comments for the March 20th letter? 
A No.

BY MR. ROBINSON: 

n

· II 

23
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1  BY MR. MURPHY: 

2 Q Would you characterize ttat first off 
3 with th. individuals who compiled this dat. 4 you·r 
4 opinion qualified people? 

s A Absolutely.  

SWould 
you also characterize this report 

7 as an independent review, an outside, I mean, you know? 

a A There was nothing, I had no, I had no 
S ties to A. I was a contractor in here assg...ned to 

10  
ds a task, and the entire team of people that was working 

11  
for me, that were working for me and worki-. with .me 

12 were all outside pcrsonnl. They were not TVA personnel, 
n  

and we had no limits or no, you know, we were't giver 
14 ay guidance or any controls or any direct Ltirtation, 
Is on where we should go by anyone.  

I Q1 j Then -

17 A (Interposing Thit : would characterc:e 
l a j it as independent, yeah.  

Mn. MURPHy: Independent.  

*0 BY MR. WILLIARSON: 

21/ 
And t c l l me again who directed that 22  this, what's it calice? *ystematic analysis idetifled 

23 concerns/issues of .ru 

J4 T h l s -al s .1;.rc- tej b . , L / ; .
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S A That' correct. And Larry Mace was a 

2 I Stone-ester employee reportinq to Mr. White on his 
3 staff.  

4  Q And there were 23 people that reviewed 
5 all of these issues over, I think, a ten or eleven-dy 

a periol. January the 20th to January 31st, is that correct? 
7 A That'% what it indicated here on my 
a aemorandum. As I recall, the process took a little 
* longer than January 20 to January 31st.  

10 I n other wo r d s , that was an eleve--day 
II period as you pointed out. I think it took us a little 
12 longer than elevcr days.  

13  
I do quarantee we worked on it on 

14 i Super Bowl S:nday. Th.* weekend. So it was a concentrated 
5 t. effort. But I think it took a little longer than 

0 elevcen days. Not more than three weeks. Somewhere 

I talking about the difterence between eleven days and 
Is twenty-one days. That's about the duration of the effort.  
Eg BY MR. MORTON: 

I . Was there any other follow-up on this 
report at all after you sent it to Mr. Nace? Did you 

22 hear anything further regardinq the systematic nnalvsis 
23 report? 

" i ; A kn-w 11 'tI:1-7 by tthv- 1-r 
25 rc.ro,.Eb: > fcr pri., - Iq u . other wnr 

** o h r w r s



S" made ava'lable this data base and the responsiblc 

21 Parties, in preparing Volume 1, the Nuclear Performance 
Plan that outined in general the corrective action 

4 progra. that we were going to implaent, this data 
S base was sorted and given to people and we made, and 
* here aqgin, I backed out of it. I turned, I didn't 
7 have custody, but custody and control was turned over 

to somebody else, and people were taking sorts out of 
9 this. You can get sorts by power plants.  

1 Ir oth: words, very flexible data base, 
"jli and you could c in there and say, l lock at 

2 elements and say, there's a rangeq of planning.  

You can find out what power plants, 

what sPeclf-c, the criticism was and it was suammrizcd 
on each documen. It was sumarized so this was out, 

S it was used by t ow many people, and specifically how 
17 they did it, it varied, you know, across TVA, best of 

my knowledge.  

a 19 Q I understand data base, but I mean this 
o0 written report itself, the 11-page report, was there 

: 21 any follo%-up, to your knowledge? 

22 A 
SA Not to my knowledge, it wasn't. Thir 

23 was for the rec rd .0 say it was done, and it wa 
24  .1 BY :R* W;l.AMSON: 

A5
-"a'i d - ^hi syvstmantxr On l. .
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the final product mean to ycu? How did you view the 

2  final product? 

3I How did I view this final product? 

4 Q Yes. You had, you prepared a letter 

5 for Mr. Mace? 

6 A Memorandum.  

71Q Memorandum. You reviewd it? 

A Yeah.  

0  
And how did John Kirkebo view this 

o0 syenate- at-aly.s, the results of it? 

S A 1 * suPProrted it. In other words, I think 
12 it was correct. I thiik it was a good proccss, ygw, 

3W Yeah, I think it was a good process. It was a rather 
14  unique peocess. t was a process that we developed 
SI here. It was bascd on, I dor't of an., I guess people 

16 do reviews of correspondence, but I dcn't think there 

17 was any precedent for doing this type of analysis, and 

1 i I think it, you know, was, in my mind it was intended 

19 to provide a foundation for a new set of managers, new 

30 *et of management and now plan.  

21 How can we cheracterize the weaknesses? 

22 We re collecting a team of new people to provide 

23 leadership ir TVA Nuclear Power progra-. The! ice'-1' 

24 some toor., ;ra :I -!.:C COd^ her '4a r r 
35
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1  and gather the weaknesses that have been identified 
2  and proposed corrective action.  

3 l And after this was submitted on 

4 February the 18th, you became in a position to review 

same of these concerns and address some of these concern*.  

A ell, afterr I as, you know, February !lth, 
7 once I got into a line position on TVA and I was responsible 

for trying to correct these problems, in other words, 
try to establish a plan of action that wouldn't, that 

would not cause th:= type of criticism to come in again, 
11  yes. That's what, among everyone else, that's what 

12 we were supposed tc be doing.  

13 i BY MR. NORTON: 

14 P U  
Hypothetically, Mr. Kirkcbo, if the 

5 ! systematic analvsls report had been tied specifically 
is to Watts Bar, would you agree tha- it would have been 

17 i  very relevant to the NRC response? 

I A Yes.  

I 9 BY MR. MURPHY: 

30 Were not some of the same criticism 

21 i that you developed here crective actior probiem, 

2 lack of timeliness, responses and thinq5 like that, 
23 werrn't some cf them ki.d of what NSRS was sayL.n a 

24 hc perco.con rn'man .you'vo, l!ntifd, whc
25 v-w thdat -,ust ,iv ,/ ,"W, thAP' /il
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If there's anythnq that I think : 
understand and that 'm Committed to is the Qua!ty 
Assurance proqr...* -, "y a-rea of responsibility, which 
is now enqlnneerinf And it's somethinq that I've put 
oaPhasis on throuqhout my career.  

In other words, r knew that the Qualty 
Assurance proqram and the generatioo ot objective evidence 
to document qulity was equally as important as the 
tcchnical process and technical work that I was dong, 
and I hav, never os-t 1sght of that, ind qcntlemecn 

mo: e, , i . s th,' i s 
"- my mind or- n

'c" ."cl) , 
3ru;uc -

L, t if Ith

1/ 

I 
I ' 

r 
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identiged a quality problem within the initial ten 
areas or at least it appears to me there was a Qualitv 
Assurance problem in the areas. Was there no connecton 

in your ind beteen those problems that exist throughout 
TVA and what USRS was saying about Watts Bar? 

A You know. I hope I don't come across 
as saying that TVA doesn't have quWlity problems. All 
right. TVA has quality Problcjs* TVA had, in these 
periods, problems in being effective in Just about every 
area of their operation, and tc ':r r uaii. ,% 
assurance of quality is probably the moat fu rntd 
ind paramount area that's going to lead to success I.  
this induztry.
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I and does TVA have problem? 

2 
2 1 mean if you start out with the number 

3 of issues, lack of manag.eme.nt direction, control involvemnt 
and program monitoring and try to tell me there aren't 

S Problms thee. Yes, there are significant problems 

in management and the effectiveness of management, and 
Sof course, that's going to have an Lpact on the effectivene 

* of a Quality Assurance program, and yes, it was impacted 
and yes, the Quality Assurance program within TVA needs 

S upgrading in many, many areas, and as indicated earlier, 
" the corrective action program is something that I've 
Smade a campaign of.  

13 13 I mean it'. fundamental, maybe to you, 
14 maybe, I mean it's obvious t- you that the Ligest business 

S e're in here at TVA is corrective action. That is 
the business we're in, and the program that we accomplish 
that corrective act.on under has to be effective. It 

8 has to have people trained. We have to know what we're 
t about and has to have a wide degree of acceptance.  

When we came to TVA the corrective action 
21 program was fragmented, as you know. It was, every 
22 organization had their own corrective action process, 

23 and they didn't talk to each other. And now we've, issuei 
24 a One cnrrctivc..,, action prcTram f-r 11 of T'7A. sr 
25 wKnow, don't think th : ci 3it rc adr !*a-, thi-
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S implePmentation of the Qualsty Assurance program at TVA 

2 was where it ought have been. It wasn't where it should 

3 have beer. It had many weaknesses. It had weaknesses 

4 in areas that, you know, that I found fundamentally 

3 flawed such that you tied yourself up in trying to crxecute 

* that program.  

7 It could be executed. Itcculd be done, 

* and TVA was doing it, but it was so complicated and 

9  sc, and in some cases, difficult to put all the pieces 

10 together. rt wasn't a straightforward Quality Assurance 

1 j program, a.rd now we're trying to take these things away 

12 tfro- .t a.;d sinplifv it ann strearline it.  

131 So It's obvious how business is accomplished 

14 and how you generate the obcective evidence that business 

15 has beer. accomplished right and how you get the irdependent 

1 test and documentation results that support the effort 

L17 that's then undertaken.  

we are overhauling the program here, 

19 and when you have to overhaul something you've got to 

20 admit that there were weaknesses.  

211 Now, the weaknesses were such that the 

221 program was damn difficult to implement, in my view.  

23 4 It was :rot aryth.nq cicce to the quality program that 

24 :' U,. sed tr, w:.. ,n experiencc. But yet, : th.nk .c

25 1
. ,id :w.4 c-.t .. 'ic:ted, ind 'ou n.,v' tr us" .1

MENEM

__
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I Impltentcs to get that assurance, that it goes back 

21 to my statement earlier, when all is said and done, 

3 and it isn't all said and done yet, we'll find out that 

TVA has had a commitment to quality aII along.  

STVA's Appreciation for Quality Assurance, 

* appreciation for satisfrctory anagement, ethics has 

71 been what's missing. C-.mitment to quality has been 

*j there. It's fundamental. It's been in TVA for the 

last 50 years, and I'Ll defend the comitment that TVA 

has to quality, but I':l say that TVAs appreciatic

for Uuaiity Assurance, assurance that that quality i: 

12, there, that's the fundamental ethic that was missing 
1 3  within TVA.  

14 tThe Frogram was therc. The quality.  

IS We've got the qjality there were, almost slipped up 

81 r there, yes, there were numerous deficiencies and tne 0 I 
D 17 method for zorrecting those deficiencies was tedicus 

i and difficult, and it wasn't effective. It wasn't cost 
1 *ffective, but it was there. And it was not a pretty 

30 picture.  

211 BY MR. CRAIG: 

2 a A In your structural ields, dn you have 
23 i f&qure crtimatc :i your mind ri;ht now about the number 

Ir of welds th'- ar. bngq rM-nsspcctd and number of we.ds 

21 thoc ar': ..cito b,. unacceptable?
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I A Nwell, I know we have a large program 

2 at Watts Bar to 90 back and do a. reinspect about every 
3 " type of welding, and I know it's a large program. I 

4 have not been briefed. I have been briefed on the specifics, 

S but I can't recollect the right now.  

* 0 Do you have any feeling at all for the 

nunber of welds that are being identified toGay as 'eing 

S unacceptable? 

9  A Well, I think, you know, we get into 

10 :the number of welds that have indications, and thcr 

S we go through an evaluation to see whether those 

12 indications lead to unacceptable welds. I know there's 

13 a lot of statistics that have been published, concerning 

14 the number of components that have deficiencies, but 

1 5 you have to process these deficiencies, as : indicated 
* i| 

I earlier, we have 10,000 things.  

17 0 I recognize that, but I guess the point 

S is that there's a difference between a disposition of 

Sa dificiency in 1987 use as is ultimately it's acceptable 

2 as opposed to the identification of a deficiency which 

21 should have been identified somewhere months or years 

22 ago.  

23 iIt's a deficiency that we're findi:.g 

24 no-, shcild have ocen identified *efcre.  

15 A R:qh,.
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ii So that the identification of the 

deficiency and entering those deficiencies and corrective 

action program which should have happened years ago, 
4  didn't happen, and that tells us semething about that 

5 aspect of the Quality Assurance program.  

SThe individuals who inspected a whole 

string of processes, and you indicated a minute ago 

you thought TVA was getting quality. I assume you meant 

9 a qualLty product, and I wondered if you believe that's 

10 true specifically frc- your structural wcldi.c.  

(I A Well, I think there hava b'en w-ak-ceses 
12 in the program for inspection of structural wcdldi., 

13 and I acknowledge that we have recently characterized 

1 4 a certain population of welds at Watts Bar to constitute 

S15 a siqnif.cant breakdown in our Quality Assurance progran, 

16 and : agree with that conclusion.  
o 

17 
17; Yes, I feel that the program for inspectior.  

of welding has been, you know, an area where, you know, 

1 9 we're focusing on it today.  

20 Yes, it wasn't where it should have 

21 been in the past. And again, if the program had been 
22 ir ffect in the past, I think the problcris that we're 

f irndinq today woulJ have been rorrectcd :n the na-.  
24 

I:*4 70her words, the standare wo)uld C r** 

25 -" u n er d . wa . .sn', Phaý good d cnrrc:'-:1.*



SJI acteon proqgra o there was feedback and cnrrective 
2 action people knew, hey, that's the accepted standard.  

SAqat, part of the process is still 
S *evaluatinq, you know, you want the enqineers to evaluate 

* the deficiencies.  

When they're identified? 

A Yes. Th4 t's timeliness. Lack of timeliness 
was, would be issues that were pointed out here. And 

gaar., that's, r think the weakness that we're both 
Ii 

p10 crting cut.  

11 y BY -R. ROBINSON: 

12 GGo i nr back to the oricginal NSRS "bullets" 
1 3  that e were, TVA wa respondinq to in *he March 20tt 

141 lettc:, were you responsible for the ovcrv.ew of Just 

15J a ccrta. seClet of those bullets" or were you lookinq 
S14if at all the technical responssc to all of those "bullet.s 
S71i ir your role in engincerng? 

Sla b A Just the ones, Just when engineering 

1 * was involved. I didn't feel responsible for all the 
0 enclosures, no.  

2 1  c  Do you remember approximately how many 
22 of those "bullets" you were responsible for? 

S A I really don't remember, but I wculd 

24 tht:. Lt would Oe about half of them or ltle rE-

th ; hdal:.
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1  C  

And when you prepared the books cf the 
2 supporting documentation or you gathered the books of 

the supporting documentatxn -

A  
(InterposiniA I didn't gathc:. The 

5 people did it, right.  

S 0 Did you revijw the fnal executive summaries 
7 that were going to be included in the letter? 

A Yes, I did.  

SAnd did you feel those executive sumaries 
o  Ywere adequatc:l supported by those dccuments? 

' A Yes, : djd.  

12 A And -id yOu feel that in anyway the 
13 Soxecutive summaries themrselves, or the cover letter 

Sp mat covered those executc summaries was misleadinq 
in anywa. to the NRC abo.,t the status of TVA's Appendi:: B 

I compliance? 

1 7  
A 
^ AAbsolutcLy not.  

SAnd you were ess*ntially able to segregate 

* Iyour duties in the review and forwarding of those "bullet" 
30 technical responses from the findings in the overall 
21 systeatic analysis tnat there was no intermingling 
22  of those results in your mind at the time? 

I didn't equate the two -roccssc, :
24 hc' scns.i. : did not ccuatc the two procCes.  

25 w 

nq :**:, : war pri-iar... CC:U1Quatic t,
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Mr. Kirkabo, did you say that Year 
go when you arrived at the TVA, the corrective actor 

program was ineffective? 

A don't think I said that. I said it 
was very weak and very complex and difficult to implement, 
And inefficient.  

It will (et you there, but boy, it takes 
you a long time. And there's Lots of wA.s that t h 
systcm w .,o . c thAt -I'd 

evOr wrr- 
w ' 1 "'.

I
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my experiences on Riverbend. Riverbnd was, just btained 
Slicense and I was just off that job. I looked at 

the material that s4 L. u-er based on my understanding 

of what I was reading and what I could discern from 

discussions, cOmparing it back with my experienc. asking 
questions. did we do this, did we do that, how did we 
control this, how did we control that? 

That's how I gained my personal confidence 
that the proq.ra that had been impleented, although 
it wouldn' t have b"e- t h t =-rlr3 was used tc arc 
wouldn't be the program that we were qoinq to have in.  
t h e futurc, was adcquate, and that's how I could support 
the letter.  

In Other words, I was Uing my experiences.  
By MR. WILLIAMSON:
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BY MR. MUPPHY: 

2 gLet me ask you a question.  
3 

We've characterized the study of that 
as an independent review of TVA. Did you review the 

'ine organizations technical responses as such? 

Let e clarify that. NSRS, the individuals 

who come up with the perceptions have publicly stated 
that what has happened in this case was that TVA referred 

the problems addressed in the perception, thier perceptions 
to the same people who crtated the problems and therefore 

their responses were biased, at Leant to the degree.  

How would you expect somebody whose been oognq the job for 

ton years and come back with the rosporse! ' n, t doinq 
14  

Imy job." 

Was that taken into consideration at 
a1l? 

17 A It was certainly taken into cor.sirdration 

in ry mind. In other words, I w.. very much concerned 

that this letter wasn't factual and I indicated i- response 
to a previous question I used my experience to ask many 

questions %,out certain elements of this and sa', now, 
22 did we do th.s? 

And the-, said, no, we didn': do thi
24

I say, "G C wh., w ciu. you not d ,na .
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we did it that way. What evidence do you have of that? 

SII 2 Well, here's how we did it.  

3 In other words, I quesýioned people 

4 about these areas and, until I could convince myself 

» Uthat there was an adequate set of controls. Not the 

* best of controls. Not the kind of controls that I'm 

7 used to, but I didn't rely on written words coming from 

4 line staff, part of the old organization, and gave me 

* confidence in this area based on their conclusion.  

Ag- Ai-, : trird tc convince Jchrn vrkebc 

I t that I could personally support this letter, and Ly 

13 ' working or this as being defensive or trying to, trying 

14 rot to be for the right.  

S w as, : was pleased, and I continued 

16 to be pleased wit.i the att.tude of the people in TVA, 
17 and you have to recognize, however, that some' of the 

to people don't have the broad based experience that you 

to gentlemen have and that I have as a result of seeing 

2D programs implemented with different, on different plants 

21 and in different times, and these people are used to 

22 one program. and it'n difficult for them to understand, 

23 as we discussed earlier, it's a tiered progran, and 

24 i they get ud z ;..ren.c:.tingl this nrogram the way it'; 

2 writtrn, Arl t-1k. ;, t's swel. Wh0re



56 S in Say golly, that's so difficult to implement in that 
2 fah ion. If you restructured it it could be much simplier 
3 and people would understand it and you won't have these 
4 problems.  

SYou wouldn't have these deficie:ncies 

* popping up, because it would be clear what the requirements 
7 are.  

And that's what we're trying to do.  
9 Was any effort ma de by yourself or a 
0 member of ycur staff that was working on these concer:is 

11 tc coordinate the ultimate technical positions with 
12 the folks in NSRS, ask them to render their opinion 
13 as to whether this satisfied their concerns? 

14  A I f it wasn't done it should have been 
1  doiie. I wasn't smart enough at the time to recogrize 
,$ the appropriateness of doing that.  

There was no discussion of it. It was 
is never mentioned. I didn't think of it. It asn't mentioned.  
* If it had been mentioned and somebody would have recormnded 
30 it to me or if I would have thought of it, I would have 
21 done it.  

221 
Again, I got involved in this thinq 

23 in the middle, as you've probably talked to other a , 
24 tils tffort wi cnrn-.q fir %ome periodr cf time, i,!, 
25 hd, -*:r4 inr sosrua n . I'1 hauc the sanc r 

i ,
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I've had concerns come up to me, sombody 

2 has a concern, here's the engineering response, it comes 
3 up to me as the senior man, ongineer to solve. Have 

4 you talked to the guy who had the concern? No. We 
* were Just going to transmit them. Take it back and 

talk to the guy.  

SNext time I saw the thing it had been -
so the concern had some validity, and we said, okay.  
Now we understand the question. We understand why you 

to have the question. Here's the thing you didn't uderstand, 
i and it was surprisinq.  

12 So that has happened, and it's important.  
13 Having to do it all over again, I would have welcomed 
14 the opportunity to sit with the people that had been 

15 part of the NSRS ard that was lust -- just to add something, 
S the NSRS was something outsidc the QA progrdma st TVA.  

17 : you can imagine, if you understand OA program., you 

1" understa,.d how can you be an auditing invostigative 

body that's getting into the element of your qualit 

S3 program and have it outside your program so that the 
21 process to resolve the issues isn't, just, how car you 
22 have management that way.  

We all know h", hvc to have an 
24 or jnIZJ"ton to invcvt.It.. You have to have ia orn ;s 

2.itl 
-r esclyn/ th^s r c rrr o%,- 1,

_I
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underlying, why wer e sittinq in this rom today.  

in my view.  

LY MR. NOpFTOl: 

Q toeerrin back to our earlier discussion 
about pervasive breakdownm, r. Kirkebo, you Mentinoed 

that you'd never seen one. Did the systematic analysis 
report, did that describe a pervasive breakdown in QA 
within WA Nuclear overall? Not tied to any specific 

plant? 

A Mo, I don't think so, no.  

Q Did it describe a substantial breakdown? 
A Again, it wasn't, this report wasn't 

directed at Quality Assurange or Appendix programs.  
It does depict a pervasive breakdown in management.  

yeah.  

i'll give you a pervasive breakdown 
in management.

Okay.

W To follow in that question a little 
bit more, it wasn't directed for Appendix a. In general 

terms can you have an effective Quality Assurance program 
that are described in the documents that you wrote, 
if you have. lack of management direction, lack of eA 
ovorview, inadequacy of problem evaluation and correc.ive

__
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* action, lack of timeliness, Ir, not going -- can you 
2 have an effective QA program that has these kinds of 

31 weaknesses in it? 

Lack of change of design control, lack 
5 of understanding of Regulatory requirronts? 

A I think that, again, we're going to 
7  have a little difftiulty communicatin, in that in my 
* mind we separato the two.  

Your question appears to be a rather 
10 I direct question, but it' r'ct, in ny vicw, a dIrcct 

11 question.  

In other words, we have to look at it, 
13  first of all you have to look at the intent of ts 

systematic .ssessment. That was to ss critici 

and then we asked the people to rank the concerns in 
S their mind as far as, as a group, which ones come to 

the top and which comes to the bottom and which ones 
are, are worth mentioning and which ones aren't worth 

t l  mentioning.  

Again, that is a judgmental process 
21 and not a quantative process. You could do this process 

I2 in any orqanization in the world. You could do that 
23 You cccld come in with those coneurns which have the 

24 1hincl , r,: hv./c h thr owuat. You could do ht.  
23i: Y u --; -: -A. w-hI,ý' n-h wa3 ;'.l.,
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1  * qroup of *nqineer. and take this terminology and the 
2 selection of words was not selected to be. ever to be 
3 used in a formal, rigorous sense.  

I n other words, this was as open to 
characterization as possible. It's not possible in 
m* y mind to provide a direct and straightforward answer 
to that.  

In other words, this process was focused 
* at trying to find out hey, what mcssage do we have to 

10 get through to the new .anaqcecnt to be able tn cstahlish 

I r a corrective action program? 

12 
Let me ask you -

13 A (Interposing) That's the purpose of 
14 this.  

1 Any one of the now managers that would 
S be worki n g for you that were to read this report, would 

17 you expect that in a minimnu it would suggest to him 
I" that there miht be siqrificart Quality Assurance problems 
I* in the TVA organization? 

30 A Yeah.  

21 w  Okvy.  

22 A Yeah. Heo r  again, you know, I der't 

23 want the record to show such ., this having been hcre, 

2Jq -i nI( breen ,- thin whole process, : think 

5 that othere r- a *w:u' ,Ot o. variou, wher e, whe-
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1  I look at the design control, that's the big bag for 
2 engineering, and that's one of the issues. I mean we 
3 are fundamentally restructuring the design control at 
4  TVA.  

Now, John Kirkebo, did the previous 
* design control program comply with Apendix B? 

In my opinion, my answer is yes.  
* 

Was it any good? 

It was so marginally adequate and 
10 ineUicient that it lcd, i.t almost created as miny problems 
11  as it solved.  

12  
r 12 If it was implemented i.ad if it was 

13 allowed to do it3 thing, would you q t to the end.  
14  

i 14 The answer is ,cs.  

1 Did it need a wholesale redo? 

U..  

J No w , t h a t ' s what I've been tryinq to 
J " co~muni.:ate today and not to try to communicate the 

Ss fact that there was, that I'm trying to be defensive.  

so I'm not trying to be defensive. I'm getting *,a feeling 
A. that you think I'm trying to be defensive.  

22 I'm trying to give you the best 
33 chiractotzation that I Can, and also to say that it 
24  

' .a o t  
h; :nq '- " oe hive madc and wr're icing 

AS t' '^jtr ncr^
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t Q Mr. Kirkabo, Let me follow ip on your 

2 analysis of the design control area which was marginaLLy 

4  ad-quase when iy arrived here.  

5 EnrXaplatia that into the time when 

Syow were revieting the March 20th letter and you signed 

off concurring on it and basically aireed with the Letter, 

was that your feeling, in other words, that yes, we 

do have a proqras that's overall compliance with 

Appendix 9, but in. "our vmind nst" argirally a»cuatc? 

U  A think at the time I was just starting 

1 2  explore the specifics of the destin control progrsa.  

3  ·This really was the, this vas one of the first times 

W that I had a chance tc interact with the technical staff 

us  and focus cr. zoCe 3f the areas that NSRS had identified 

le and Led John Kirkebo to find 3ut some of the specifics.  

Really I hadn't been involved in the 

Su  specifics of engineering. Z was down here Looking at 

u; " criticism cominq from the outside. I had no knowledge 

130 1 was heading for Knoxville.  

n 2 I didn't know I was going to wind up 

2 there. : thought I was going down here to do theer 

2 [ things for ir. White and his staff.  

24 Vc: tm '. wan.st : was *.okLrcq at V"-: 

I . "**. : » " .. -i- ~h:K r~o»w 3 7i, , - .
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1  to find out. heY, this is the design control program 

at TWA, and yes, I questioned it at length.  

I said, "Well, gentlemen, I don't agree 

this is the frudr utal design contrcl as executed.  

I think there.s amch IorW straightforward and efficient 

6 ayrs of doing it, but r did question it to the degree 

that I conrvinced myself yes you can do business that 

*ay and yes, you can get to the end that way.  

* C Barely? 

ts aeah. But it certainly isn't efficient.  
11  t certainly can cause as Many problens implerentin7 that.  

You'll cause a lot cf problems for yourself. There's 

Sa ore direct way of doing business that will cause 

14 thnqgs to happen correctly and you won't get yourself 

u  tied up in a lot of problems that, you will struggte 

Sand struggle and struggle, but ultimately you will solve 

U7 those problems with that system.  

S. Let me ask you a very straightforward 

question. When you signed off on the letter of March 20, 

2 1986, was it your feeling that yes, we're in overall 

2 » compliance and then just kind -. by the skin of our 

22 teeth? 

211 A Well, what was in my mind was leC'

24 
he nast 13 ad-Udt-.  

jrtCquAt- -:- *u It'-. t t *-,f! t *:
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S ·adqua te. I thought that we had a program that is, r 
2 was focusing on the future.  

3 Frankly, my intent was, I did review.  

4 I was satisfied that there was the necessary elemnts.  

S just the necessary elemnts, and r'1 say barey that 

* ould have contituted an Appendix B proram fra my 

7 purview, my opinion fr engineerin based on my bcroud.  

I was priarily interested in saying 

* let's get rid of the past. We know we've got to have 

u0 a license at Watts Bar, and r just lived through getting 

I1 a license on Riverbend. I knew the degree of assurance 

12 and degree of tests that was going to have to be applied 
I3  to that plant.  

I4 Sc I wasn't preoccupied with that document.  

15 I didn't think this was a watershed event. I thought 

is this was something that hey, we looked at it. Let's 

t1 get it behind us. We know we're going to have to get 
us a li c e n s e o n Watts Bar. know we're going to be looking 

1i at a lot of things. We're going to have to go all the 

30 way through the process.  

21 I didn't know how many at the time, 

22 but I was trying to say Let's get this behind us sc 

23 we, I won't say that what I saw was much more tharn the 

24 -lr.™rn : ^hougn. neC-Ss^ :-.- *^.JnCCe 

24' < t R t i
: r? C . ^ ,,
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I time. and I think we probably have saoR more questions 

2 for Mr. Kirkebo. Why don't I quit now with the option 

3 of getting together at a Later date.  

* Bt Ml. CMAMG: 

5  Q Ask you one more questior.  

6 Don't want to Lose my train of thought.  

7 You just stated that you had an appreciation 

* for the degree of assurance necessary to go through 

* the licensing process based upon your experience at 

to10 Riverbend. Do yo- believe that the TVA personnel, TVA 

11 personnel with whon you were interacting, had a similar 

12 appreciation of the degree of assurance that was necessary 

13  to license a wver plant? 

14 A I dor.'t think they did, no.  

£ 15 BY MR. ROBINSON: 

1M ' Q Just one more.  
* 

S17  This unwieldly situation up in the design 

Mi control program that you found when you came here, you 

it said that you know if it were implemented it would -

S0 A (Interposing) It will get to it.  

.-21 0 Was it being implemented? 

S22 A Yes. Not rapidly.  

23, G Okay.  

24 A But t.:- pr-qra-r wa nc.i: .r.-pilec'!- * 

25 !; iw, ' '.;kr - wr-.:, o:-* - - ;,: w; -ir .



0 Okay - That wes my only question.  

SMR. nRPRY: Let's conclude the interview 

3 now with the option of getting back with you at a Later 

4 date.  

MT'E urISESS: Yeah. I said if you have 

* anything, you kow, I said 12:15, that would be fine.  

7 If that' another ten minutes, because r*' just going 

* to take over in a new job next week and I know what 

Y you're doing is important, but 

1O MR. MURPHY: (Interposing) te fullt 

uI understand your position and we appreciate you taking 

12 the tine tt come and speak with us today.  

£3 I do have closing remarks that I must 

14 ask you.  

S1y BI MR. MURPHY: 

* 

tis M r. Kirkebo, have I or any other NRC 

I' 17 representative here threatened you in any manner or 
S 

* 1 offered you any reward in return for this statement? 

SIS A No.  

SI 0 Have you given this statement freely 

21 and voluntarily? 

22 A Yes.  

S23 Is there any information that you would 

24 .-. e t3 ac": t -he re-ord? 

25 i A Nc.



I ra - WPM : The tim is 12:07, and 
|2 w Conclude this interview, Febtruary 26, 1987.  

(Thereupon, the interview %ws concluded.) 
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